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What is the weather like?  What food can you eat?  What do houses look like?  This activity is

intended for use with with KS2 pupils, to help them find out a little of what it is like to live in Japan

through a photo inquiry. Larger size pictures can be downloaded separately from the Japan 21

website: www.japan21.org.uk/teachers/downloads.html These pages can then be used as teachers’

notes.

This picture shows you something about Japan’s landscape which means space for

houses is scarce.  What is it?  Can you think of some ways of coping with this?

(hint: look at the buildings in front of the picture)

Notes:

Japan is a mountainous country, so towns and

cities have to be squeezed between the slopes.

One result of this is that the number of high – rise

buildings even in semi-rural towns is much higher

than it would be in the UK. This picture is of

Nagasaki. Can you find Nagasaki on a map?

National Curriculum Links

KS2 Geography

1a) Pupils will ask geographical questions such as “what is this landscape like?” “Why

are Japanese houses so tightly packed together?”

2d) Pupils will use secondary sources of information (photos) to help them understand

life in Japan and compare it to the UK.

3d) Pupils will explain why Japan is like it is in terms of settlement patterns, food

consumed, crops grown etc
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What do you think is growing here?  It is a very important crop and Japan’s climate

is just right for growing it.   Can you find out why?

Notes:

This is a flooded rice field with seedlings growing.  Rice is usually planted from the end of April to

late June. June is the rainy season which helps to keep the fields flooded and then a long and very

hot summer ripens the grains.  Rice is an important part of the Japanese diet.  Even though

western food is widely available in Japan now, rice is still eaten at least once a day by most

Japanese. What is the staple food in your diet? Compare your answers with other members of your

class.

   
Rice terrace Rice ready for harvest Rice stalks drying after harvest
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This is a traditional Japanese breakfast.  What foods can you see?  Make a list.

Now make a list of what people might eat for a traditional Brit ish breakfast.  Look

at your two lists, find the major dif ferences and see if you can make links between

the two. Are there any similarities with other cultures you know?

Notes:

Foods pictured from left to right: �salad and ham, �mountain vegetables, �pickles, �raw egg,

�tea, �miso (soy bean paste) soup, �grilled salmon, �nori (dried seaweed) 	rice.

The Japanese diet includes a lot of fish, rather than meat, and rice is the staple rather than bread.

This breakfast is laid out on several small dishes, whereas a “full English” would come on one big

plate.  Presentation is an important part of eating in Japan. Which breakfast do you think is

healthier? Why?
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What is unusual about this house?  Look for things which help save space.

What is hanging up in this picture?  What is it used for?

Notes:

Seaweed is used in cooking in Japan. It can be used to

wrap rice and make sushi, or as a stock ingredient,

added to soups or rice when cooking.

Have you ever tried seaweed? What did it taste like?

Try making some sushi with your class, using seaweed

sheets. Please see the appendix on page 6 for the

instructions. Remember, the presentation of Japanese

food is almost as important as the taste, so take great

care when arranging your sushi samples on a plate.

Notes:

Cars are parked on a double decker system, and there is

probably no garage. The top platform can be raised or lowered

to allow a car to be driven on or off. Washing hanging on a

balcony like this is very common. Houses rarely have room for

a washing line in the garden - even quite smart houses like this

one. There is a small roof over the balcony so that the washing

can be left without getting wet in the rain. Plants are in pots –

no room for flower beds! Notice also the air conditioning unit

(bottom right) – many houses don’t have central heating but

quite a few have these, which double as heaters in the winter.

What is your house like ? Do you have any space saving

devices? Tell someone about it.
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What is this woman putt ing away in the cupboard?  Can you guess why?

    

Houses in Japan do not usually have central heating.  But they have other ways of

keeping warm – can you guess where the heater is in this picture?

How is your home heated? Do you have any special heating devices?

How could you help preserve heat in your home? (think about how you could stop draughts etc)

Notes:

A woman putting away a futon.  Many Japanese

people now sleep in Western style beds, but it is still

quite common to find families using traditional futon

instead. These are put away each morning to allow the

space to be used during the day.

Notes:

The weather in summer is extremely hot

(hence the screens you see here – which can

be opened to give ventilation) but winters can

be cold.  This picture shows two people

sitting at a kotatsu, a table with a heater

underneath, which you will find in many

houses in Japan.  Originally, tables were

placed over sunken fireplaces – burnt toes an

occupational hazard!  These days, many

people have air conditioning units which

double as heaters in the winter.

Futon

Photo: JNTO

Photo: JICC
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Appendix: How to make Makizushi (Hand-rolled sushi)

There are several ways of making Makizushi. This is one version.

Prepare your raw sushi ingredients and place to one side. You can use any fillings for your

sushi rolls, but common ones include vegetables such as cucumber, pickled radish, natto

beans and raw fish such as tuna. Ripe avocado and crab sticks are popular in California

Roll makizushi.

How to make Sushi Rice

The first thing to prepare when making sushi is the sushi rice. Sushi rice is now commonly

available in large supermarkets.

1. Wash the rice well and place in a lidded pan with the water over a high heat. Bring to

the boil as quickly as possible and then immediately turn the heat down to its lowest

setting. Allow the rice to cook for about 10-15 minutes, until all the water has become

absorbed and the rice is plump and fluffy. Try not to remove the lid while cooking,

except to check if the rice is cooked. Remove from the heat.

2. As the rice is cooking, prepare the vinegar dressing by dissolving the sugar and salt in

vinegar, in a small pan over a low heat. Cool the mixture by standing the pan in a bowl

of cold water.

3. Spread the cooked rice out into a large shallow plastic or stainless steel bowl using a

wooden spoon.

Ingredients (for 4 to 5 people)

• 500g short grain white rice

• 600ml water

• 5 tbsp rice wine vinegar

• 2 tablespoons sugar

• 1 teaspoon salt
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4. Pour the vinegar mixture over the rice in dribbles whilst cutting through the rice with

your wooden spoon. This helps cool the rice and distribute the vinegar easily. Take care

not to mix too roughly or your rice will become mushy.

5. As you are doing step four, you should also fan the rice with a Japanese style flat fan

(or a bit of cardboard).

6. Be careful not to allow the rice to become too wet and mushy (you may not even need

all of the vinegar mixture). When the rice is at room temperature, the grains are glossy,

the rice is ready.

How to make Makizushi

1. Place a sheet/ half a sheet of toasted seaweed onto your bamboo

rolling mat. The lines of the bamboo should be horizontal to you.

2. Spread around 2 to 3 tablespoons of cooked sushi rice onto the seaweed sheet, being

careful to leave a gap of at least 2cm on the top edge.

3. Place a selection of your favourite fillings on the rice, about 1/3

from the bottom edge.

4. Lift the bamboo mat and start rolling away from you, being sure

to roll quite firmly and slightly squeeze along the whole roll. Keep rolling until you

reach the end of the mat. Wet the top edge of seaweed with water. This will help it

stick firmly to the roll.

5. The roll should be bound tightly together with all the fillings

neatly in the centre.

seaweed
filling

mat

rice
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6. Use a sharp knife to cut the roll into bite sized chunks and serve with soy sauce and

wasabi paste.

Tip: Wet the knife when you cut the roll. It makes easier to slice the roll neatly.

How to make California Rolls (makizushi with the rice on the outside)

1. As with makizushi, place a sheet of seaweed onto a bamboo

mat and cover with sushi rice (leaving a 2cm gap all the way

round).

2. Sprinkle toasted sesame seeds on top of the rice.

3. Place some cling film over the rice. Lift up the seaweed, with the rice and cling film

and carefully turn it over, so that the cling film is touching the bamboo mat and the

seaweed is on the top.

4. Spread another layer of rice on top of the seaweed and as before, carefully place your

favourite fillings in the centre.

5. Carefully roll up the mixture, taking care to press quite firmly so as to bind the

contents together.

6. Remove the mat and cling film and cut the California rolls into thick slices


